FUTA NEWS
FUTA GETS CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY FOR SITE OF MEDICAL SCHOOL
The road to the realization of the proposed Medical School of the Federal University of Technology Akure
has been smoothened with the transfer of the Certificate of Occupancy of the site earmarked for the project
by the leaders of Akure to the University. The Deji of Akure, His Royal Highness Oba Ogunlade
Aladetoyinbo handed over the Certificate of Occupancy to the Governing council of the Institution.
Presenting, the certificate to the Pro Chancellor and Chairman of FUTA Governing Council Senator
Joseph Waku, the Royal father said he was elated that the school will take off during his reign.

He said the medical school will put Akure kingdom in the limelight and be of tremendous benefit to Akure,
Ondo State, Nigeria and humanity. He commended the Pro Chancellor for his efforts in concretizing plans
for the official take off of the school and promised the continued support and cooperation of good people
of Akure to the project. Oba Ogunlade said the presence of his high chiefs and other notable indigenes of
Akure at the presentation ceremony in his palace shows their support and commitment to the realization
of the FUTA Medical School. In his remarks the Pro Chancellor and chairman Governing Council, Senator
Joseph Waku said all the conditions have been met for the official take off of the school. He lauded the
Royal father for being a gracious host to FUTA and also for his immense contributions towards the
advancement of the institution. Senator Waku was optimistic that the school will serve the purpose of
learning and medical studies and advance scientific research as part of solutions to the myriads of health
issues in the nation. FUTA's governing council members and the University management led by the Vice
Chancellor Professor Joseph Fuwape also graced the occasion.

